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Introduction
Cats have their own way of vocal sounds, facial expressions and 

Behaviour; they will find their way to express the emotions and feelings. 
They have variety of signals and sounds to communicate.

The most common way to behave is rubbing, turning sides and 
licking, movement of lips an Chin, tail posture, these are some of the 
positions and behavioral patterns for cats, they can feel. The odour of 
the environement by sensing the smell because of their glands which is 
présent in the Body.

For all the cats the Tongue is same and which it looks like sharp 
and patchy model and it turn backwords that is directed towards the 
spines called as the papillae That is near to the tip. They can groom 
by themselves especially when after the food, and the disposition is 
different to the cats.

Sometimes they will sound like a lions and they will roar mainly 
when they are in angry mode. In cats also we can see different species 
and different kinds. They will hum and sometimes they will sound 
continuously with agressive voice. If any injury or any pain senses to  
them it will sound in different way and when they are happy they will 
sound in a different way to express their feelings and emotions [1-5].

Behavioral issues

Usually cats will face behavioral problems like distress, anxiety, 
aggressiveness, over love we can identify by their usual or normal 
behaviour.

The Most common behavioral pattern we can observe is défécation 
and littering in the cage. Urinary problems also one of the most common 
pattern. Another common behavioral pattern in cats are grooming, 
licking, tail posture. Even cats can bé trained and well-being nature.

Many Cats can engage in other social licking. It is very rare to wean 
the cats That to early, for various emotions and feelings they will groom 
their haïr and skin and sometimes it will lick also. We can find an active 
cat with their posture and sound with crazy noises in the early morning.

Changes in the Animal behaviour may be the Psychological or 
physical it may be the normal or abnormal traits and changes.

For some cats mainly for the breeds which are pedigreed they will 
grow more, Independent and personality can displays to them. Usually 
cats have a habit of inquisitive but they are not adventurous, easily upset 
by the mood that changes to them. These cats can enjoy the campany of 
other cats especially when they are in kittens.

Even Dogs show their love and affection by the way they are. They 
can sense the person easily It will protect the person who are near to 
them and they will not allow other person to touch and they will show 
their pure love towards their parents.

Guinea pigs, Mice, Rabbits showed their love in a different way as 
like cats and dogs. But the only différence between them is they will feel 
the touch and they will sense them with their voice and sounds. They 
have sharp ears and nose to identify the person.
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